Maple Class Topic Projects – Autumn Term
To be in school w/c MONDAY 30th November 2015.
We will be presenting the projects throughout the week so all projects should be in school by
FRIDAY 4th December 2015 so as to display for families in Celebration Assembly.
Children must complete ONE task but are welcome to do more if they would like to.
DT Project

Creative Project

Our focus is upon World War II and the part
that Lincolnshire played in this.

Create an evacuee suitcase.
This can be presented in any way you wish.

Create a shelter that could protect you
during the air raids. It needs to be
protective and easily hidden.

It could be based on a shelter that was used
during the war, or one you have designed
yourself.
History Project

It must include only the essentials and things
from the 1940s, so no X Box or mobile phone!

Create a poster or timeline to show the
events of World War II.

Write a short story or diary based on World
War II.

Literacy Project

You could imagine you are an evacuee and write
a story of your adventures or keep a pretend
diary of how you felt leaving home.
OR
You could be a pilot of one of the Lincolnshire
Dambuster planes.
Try and think “outside of the box” with this.
How can you make it interesting for your
audience? Could you use technology?
Interactive flip boxes?

Think about the words and punctuation you use
to make sure your reader is interested
throughout your writing.
Can you add some illustrations too?

_______________________________________________
Parents / Carers, can you please sign and return this slip to Miss Gray.
I am aware that my child has this homework project and needs to spend approximately
6 hours on the work; also that the project should be in school by FRIDAY 4th
December 2015.
Signed:……………………………………………………
Date: ……………………………….
Pupil name:…………………………………………….
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